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Key Highlights

Global Indirect Provider Microsoft
Partner of the Year for 2020

Global Indirect Provider Microsoft Partner of the Year award for 2020. The annual award recognizes
partner excellence in transforming the traditional transactional business model into a value-based,
solution-provider model that reaches resellers at scale to drive usage, consumption and customer
acquisition growth throughout the partner channel.
Ingram Micro Cloud is the largest indirect provider in the world, with the largest and most robust cloud
marketplace. In 2019, the company was certified as an Azure Expert MSP, the first indirect provider
to achieve this certification—further signifying the company’s commitment to providing “More as a
Service” to its reselling partner community.
Ingram Micro Cloud has made major, sustained investments in empowering partners through their
Microsoft Accelerate programs, providing CSPs with comprehensive marketing and sales assistance,
competency training, certification exam vouchers and more to scale their Modern Work, Azure and
Dynamics business. Ingram Micro Cloud has also delivered programs specific to ISVs and partners
with advanced technical capabilities, including multiple enablement tracks that CSPs can choose to
gain competency across the entire Microsoft IT stack.

I'm very grateful to our reselling partners who've played a key role in receiving
this extraordinary honor as Microsoft's Global Indirect Provider of the Year. As
the world's largest indirect provider — and the only one who's Azure Expert MSP
certified — we look forward to working with you to figure out new ways to deliver
‘More as a service’ that will acelerate your succes and growth.

Nimesh Davé
Executive Vice President, Global Cloud at Ingram Micro

Want to learn more?
See “Why Partner with Ingram Micro” to scale your partnership
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Comet Competition 2.0: See the Finalists
The Global Finalists in the first-ever 2020 Comet Competition virtual finals have been announced. The short list
of top contenders in this one-of-a-kind worldwide search for the most innovative business-to-business (B2B)
software startup includes:

Cybersecurity

Paris, France

Alsid for Azure Directory is a solution that has 100% primary focus on the protection and threat
management for Active Directory - to detect any breaches by malevolent actors seeking to gain
access to profiles that are stored within Active Directory, and choose to use the profile information
to breach other systems within an enterprise. Alsid for Azure Directory is meant to help users fix
such issues in on-premises through attack detection and threat hunting/investigation.

Healthcare

Hamburg, Germany

Apoqlar’s main software is their Virtual Surgery Intelligence (VSI) suite of products which
consists of specific medical software about patients based on augmented reality and AI to
support physicians during surgeries, medical preparations, and other forms of patient education.
VSI Evolving Hospital is a complete and functional system which covers all medical fields and
processes, making them digital, safer, and more efficient.

Cybersecurity

San Jose, California

The Balbix Breach Control platform discovers and analyzes customers’ attack surface in realtime to provide 100x more accurate visibility of breach risk versus legacy methods. Customers
automatically discover the full range of devices, applications and users on their network, including
previously difficult to track assets like IoT, unmanaged devices and cloud/SaaS services.
Balbix automatically assesses the risk of all assets utilizing a highly multidimensional risk model
incorporating vulnerability observations across 100+ attack vectors, active threats, business
criticality, exposure, and existing security controls. Customers get access to real-time risk
heatmaps with deep context and natural language search capabilities which enable them to make
high-quality cybersecurity decisions.

These finalists rose to the top of this global competition because their solutions are truly transformational, and
they will make excellent partners in the Ingram Micro Cloud network.

Read More
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First phase of MPA enforcement begins for Partners who
have not already accepted the agreement
Applicable to
All partners participating in the CSP program
As of January 31, 2020, all partners in the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) program should have accepted the
agreement for all their transacting CSP tenants. The first phase of agreement enforcement will begin on July
6, 2020, and will run through the end of the month. Partners who have not accepted the MPA will be unable to
create new customers or place new orders for existing customers in the CSP program. Additional resources for
accepting the agreement can be found here.

Next Steps
Global admins may visit the Partner Center security requirements status page to identify progress
and key actions to take.
Work with your global admin to check the progress of your security requirements regularly for each
of your tenants.

Additional resources
Review these resources to assist you with implementing the security requirements.
Access additional resources at the Implement partner security requirements collection.

FY20 Incentive Program Extension
Impacted audience
CSP Direct Bill Partners, Indirect Providers, and Indirect Resellers
The FY20 CSP incentive programs, originally scheduled to end June 30, 2020, are being extended through
September 30, 2020. The program guides have been updated to reflect the change. The rates, now in place, will
continue through September 30, 2020.
The FY21 CSP incentive programs will begin on October 1, 2020. More information on the FY21 CSP incentive
programs will be shared on August 1, 2020.

Additional resources
Review these resources to assist you with FY20 CSP incentives.
CSP Indirect Provider L100 Deck Overview
CSP Indirect Provider Partner Incentive Estimator Tool
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Eye on Azure
Top Azure Tracks from Ingram Micro Cloud Summit: The
Digital Sessions and Microsoft Inspire
Ingram Micro Cloud Summit: The Digital Sessions

Windows Virtual Desktop
Windows Virtual Desktop is a comprehensive desktop and app virtualization service running in the
cloud. It’s the only virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) that delivers simplified management, multi-session
Windows 10, and support for Remote Desktop Service (RDS) environments. Deploy and scale your
Windows desktops and apps on Azure in minutes, and get built-in security and compliance features.

View On Demand

Manish Choudhary
Sr. Cloud Solutions Architect
Microsoft
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Microsoft Inspire
Featured Session

Digital Breakout

Microsoft Azure: Invent with
purpose together

How can the Microsoft startup
ecosystem drive profitability
for you as a Microsoft partner?

Speaker: Julia White - Microsoft

Speakers: Michael Kenney - Ingram Micro
SE; Jeffrey Ma; James Stannard - Arrow Global
Services

Are you taking advantage of Azure’s market
momentum to accelerate your business?
Microsoft Azure is the fastest growing cloud
platform and its’ creating new opportunities for
partners around the world. In this session, Julia
White, Corporate Vice President in Microsoft’s
Azure group, shares why customers are
choosing Azure to help drive their digital transformation efforts, the incredible opportunities
is offers you as partners, and specific ways we
can partner together to unlock growth and
drive customer success.

In this session, Jeffrey Ma, General Manager
of Microsoft for Startups, will discuss how all
Microsoft partners can incorporate startup
innovation into their channel offerings to
increase customer lifetime value, enhance or
develop new IP, drive competitive positioning,
and accelerated time to market. Learn why
and how you can extend partner to partner
by working with the Microsoft for Startups
ecosystem, and how to respond quickly to the
innovation demands of your customers.

View On Demand

View On Demand

Enabling secure and scalable remote work for your customers
Speaker: Jonathan Federico - Microsoft Corporation
IThe way we work is changing and the need for secure remote productivity has never been greater.
Organizations of all sizes are looking at Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) solutions to quickly enable
employees to work from any device, anywhere. Learn how Windows Virtual Desktop can help your
customers build new remote work solutions and/or migrate existing Remote Desktop Services (RDS)
and VDI environments with Azure.

View On Demand

See more Microsoft Inspire sessions for Azure
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Azure 101 Webinar: Introduction to Azure
Speaker: David Priebe - Ingram Micro Cloud
What is Azure? Ingram Micro’s Technical Solutions Engineer, David Priebe, is here to answer that question with a
thorough overview of Microsoft’s open, flexible, enterprise-grade cloud computing platform.

Productive

Hybrid

Azure has more than 100 services with
great end-to-end tools to make you
successful.

Develop and deploy where you want,
with the only consistent hybrid cloud in
the market.

Intelligent

Trusted

Create intelligent apps using powerful
data and AI services.

Join startups, governments, and 95%
of Fortune 500 business that run on
Microsoft Cloud today.

View On Demand

Drive Customer Success with Azure New Commerce
Experience
Get the most value out of every cloud dollar spent with New Commerce Experience
Sell and transition customers to the new commerce experience for Azure—a simplified way to buy and
use Azure. Check out the updated one-pager for more details.
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Modern Work
Update
Build a Remote Work Practice in 7 Steps
Here are seven steps you can take as an Ingram Micro partner to assist your customers on their cloud
journeys with remote work and Microsoft Teams as the foundation:

Table of Contents
1

Assessing your customers’ needs: Pre-scope assessment

2

Purchasing Microsoft 365 CSP licenses through Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace

3

Provisioning purchased licenses through Microsoft Admin Portal

4

Admin QuickStart: Get your customers’ admins ramped-up with Microsoft Teams

5

End-User Enablement: Quick start videos and guide for the Teams basics

6

Go-to-Market Teamwork Starter Kit: Sales and marketing assets

7

Sweeten the deal: Free email and data migration to Microsoft 365

Open Teams Enablement Guide
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Top Modern Work Tracks from Ingram Micro Cloud Summit:
The Digital Sessions and Microsoft Inspire
Ingram Micro Cloud Summit: The Digital Sessions
Deliver Secure Remote Work with Microsoft 365 Business Premium
As a partner working with SMBs, you’re on the frontlines helping customers shift to work from home. Join
this session to learn how Microsoft 365 Business Premium provides a comprehensive and cost-effective
solution to help you secure identity, secure data and secure devices while enabling remote access for
your customers. Neha Bhaskar and David Bjurman-Birr from Microsoft will share the latest product news,
practical tips and guidance and discuss the partner business opportunity.

View On Demand

Building a managed security practice based
on Microsoft products and technologies
Join this session to learn about the nuts and bolts of building a successful managed security practice
with Microsoft technologies. We’ll show you how you can map Microsoft products to frameworks like
NIST and CIS. Hear from Microsoft Security Architect David Bjurman-Birr about real-world examples of
the offers and services you could develop to drive revenue and growth.
View On Demand

David Bjurman-Birr

Neha Bhaskar

Microsoft 365 Security Architect
Microsoft

Microsoft 365 Product Marketing
Microsoft
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Microsoft Inspire
Featured Session

Helping our customers with Microsoft 365 and Teams
Speaker: Jared Spataro - Microsoft
COVID-19 and the global move to remote work have accelerated digital transformation trends across
organizations of every size and in every industry. In his Modern Work keynote, Microsoft Corporate
Vice President Jared Spataro lays out the opportunity this presents for partners with Microsoft 365 and
Teams, and explores how Microsoft is reinventing productivity to help our customers meet the evolving
demands of the “next normal.”
View On Demand

Digital Breakout

Digital Breakout

Working together to support
SMBs with Microsoft 365 and
Teams

Grow your business by enabling
security of remote work for small
and medium customers

Speaker: Alexandra Greer, Sela Gu, Mark
Kroese - Microsoft

Speaker: Vivek Kumar - Microsoft

In recent months, small and mediumsized businesses around the globe have
navigated a rapid digital transformation
to remote work. These businesses are
essential to the economy and Microsoft
partners are uniquely positioned to help
them succeed in this new normal. With
Microsoft 365 and Teams, customers can
enable secure remote work, simplify IT, and
reduce costs. Let’s reimagine productivity
with Microsoft 365.

Remote work is here to stay, and as
partners, you’re on the frontlines of making
it a success for your customers. Learn
about growing your revenue by enabling
security of remote work based on advanced
capabilities included in Microsoft 365
Business Premium. Microsoft 365 Business
Premium integrates productivity apps from
Office and collaboration tools, such as
Microsoft Teams, with advanced security
and device management capabilities for
small and medium businesses (SMBs) with
1-300 seats.

View On Demand

View On Demand

See more Microsoft Inspire sessions for Modern Work
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Diving into
Dynamics 365
How Dynamics 365 can support remote work
Cloud-based access
A cloud-based solution like Dynamics 365 or Microsoft Office can be implemented, configured,
and accessed remotely. As access and settings are user-based, they are not linked to any
specific workstation. In fact, they’re designed to be used from any device, including smartphones
and tablets, while providing the same level of functionality. This makes cloud solutions especially
relevant for organizations that have employees on the road or working remotely, as is the case for
most businesses currently.

Better together for SMB customers

Dynamics 365 users can continue to
work in familiar tools, such as Microsoft
Outlook, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft
Word, within the business application
anywhere, unifying your data across
teams, divisions, and locations. You’ll get
a more holistic view across your business
and, through artificial intelligence, reveal
the actionable insights you need.

As long as you have Wi-Fi, users can
create and collaborate across a diverse
workforce—from HR to sales to finance.
With integrated tools featuring a familiar
Office 365 experience, users can have
a remote 360-degree view into the
business to help improve planning,
scheduling, and deployment, so they can
do their best work.
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Solution Overview
D365 Business Central Quick Start, Right Start, and Specialized Start Cloud Accounting and
Operations Solutions provide comprehensive business management, and financial solutions
(ERP) optimized to enable small and mid-sized businesses to streamline processes, make
smarter decisions, and accelerate growth. Starting with a Business Central D365 license, our
solution brings implementation services, third-party ISV solutions, and MSP-Style managed
support services, delivering a cost-effective and turn-key business system solution for the selling
partner to offer to their end customers through our Cloud Marketplace. No experience with
D365 required.

How to Purchase
Work with your Ingram Micro Dynamics 365 specialist to purchase through
participating Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplaces.
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Dynamics Promotions
Take advantage of our limited time offers for Dynamics 365.

Business Ready Enhancement Plan (BREP) to CSP
The new BREP Break. Cut the cords that keep you from cloud transformation. It’s simple:
• Convert to a monthly payment
• Unlock the door to your cloud version
• Transform at your own pace
Free your on-premise version to be better in the Dynamics365 cloud.

Learn More

Contact our experts today

45-Day Offer (USA Only)
Lock in 45 days free on your Dynamics 365 SKUs. This includes Dynamics 365
Business Central, Dynamics 365 Sales Professional, and Dynamics 365 for Sales
SKUs.
Learn More

Top Dynamics Tracks from Ingram Micro Cloud Summit: The
Digital Sessions and Microsoft Inspire
Ingram Micro Cloud Summit: The Digital Sessions
The Third Cloud and Partner-to-Partner
Learn how to capture your share of the SaaS market and transform your business with Dynamics Angels
and Partner 2 Partner Program. No risk. No Investment. No experience necessary.

View On Demand
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Microsoft Inspire
Microsoft 365 and Power Platform: The world’s connected business cloud
Speakers: David Kohar - eLogic; Alysa Taylor - Microsoft
COVID-19 and the global move to remote work have accelerated digital transformation trends across
organizations of every size and in every industry. In his Modern Work keynote, Microsoft Corporate
Vice President Jared Spataro lays out the opportunity this presents for partners with Microsoft 365 and
Teams, and explores how Microsoft is reinventing productivity to help our customers meet the evolving
demands of the “next normal.”
View On Demand

See more Microsoft Inspire sessions for Dynamics

Save the Date! Mark your calendars for our upcoming
end-user Dynamics 365 events and webinars
Take your end customer on a journey with Dynamics 365.
This virtual conference will give you and your
end-customer a unique opportunity to learn more about
Dynamics.

End-User Virtual Conference
August 27, 2020

AM Business Track: Business and Business Outcome
Topics with presenters from Microsoft and Dynamics
Ecosystem

Register now

PM Technical Track: Three tracks to choose from to go
deeper into Microsoft’s Business Applications Portfolio
(D365 for Sales, Business Central, Power Platform)

Explore Dynamics 365 in a deeper dive lead by Microsoft
and our Dynamics Angels Experts, Azamba Consulting
Group and Cooper Parry (CPIT).

End User Webinar
August 18, 2020
Register now
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Upcoming Events
or Webinars

Join the Monthly CSP Spotlight Webinars
Register and join these live monthly webinars for the latest CSP and licensing updates available for all partners.

Who should attend?
These are specifically targeted to CSP partner sellers, including Direct Bill, Indirect Providers, and Resellers.
Some content is also relevant for partner operations roles and Microsoft sellers.
Topics change monthly, and the webcasts are recorded:

CSP Spotlight (APAC),
August 11 4:00 AM GMT

CSP Spotlight (EMEA),
August 12 8:00 AM GMT

CSP Spotlight (Americas),
August 12, 2020 8:00 AM PDT

Register now

Register now

Register now
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